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Generative AI: 
Perform in Your Business 
Processes!
"Two years ago, AI was unveiled to the public eye. Since then, it 
has become a daily presence in our personal lives and, more 
recently, in our professional endeavors. It is only natural that 
companies worldwide are turning to Generative AI to optimize 
their daily performances."

▪ Competition and Differentiation

▪ Model Training

▪ Interpretability

▪ Infrastructures

▪ Ethics and Responsibility

▪ Security"

▪ Identify relevant use cases

▪ Define clear objectives

▪ Collect and prepare data

▪ Select appropriate models

▪ Manage confidentiality and security

▪ Collaborate with experts

▪ Train and familiarize teams

The number of companies using AI has
increased by 200% between 2019 and 2022.

The global market is valued at 267 billion
dollars by the end of 2022.

91% of large corporations plan to invest in
this type of solution in the next five years.

+60% of companies with AI-related
solutions have reported an increase in
productivity."

CHALLENGES 2024 IDEAL SOLUTION KEYS FIGURES

France 2023 – Cabinet d ’étude é&a [03/04/2023]
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4 weeks to get started! 
Make AI a reality in your organization...
SQLI supports the transformation of your company and
helps you democratize your use of Generative AI,
following a 3-phase action plan:

[Kick Off – Interviews - Sponsor and 
Team Onboarding - Current 
Situation and Issues- Assessment –
IT Design and Technical Validation -
Prototype Launch ..]

Week 1

Framing POC 
[Architecture and Environment 
Delivery – Data Expertise - Prompt 
Engineering Calibration - Model 
Optimization - Solution 
Integration, Iteration ...]

Week 2 | 3  

Prototyping
[Demonstration Session – IT 
Conclusion – Validation - Gain 
Measurement - Valorization Plan 
Construction...]

Week 4

Reporting
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Democratize the use of Generative 
AI with SQLI
"Democratizing the use of Generative AI through Azure AI 
Services."

[Ateliers d’idéation pour concevoir vos usages IA cibles - Apportez une approche POC d’intégration de l’IA 
générative…]

Discover and explore the galaxy of Azure AI services (Azure Open IA, Llama2, Copilot…) 

[Reflections on industrialization and co-construction - Shared DATA foundation...]
Train your agile and innovative multi-skilled AI team

[Content generation - Search semantics - Responsibility through AI...]

Mastering the best practices and principles of AI responsibility.

SQLI helps you optimize the daily performance of your business processes, relying on 
data as the essential fuel for generative 

AI. With our expert support, we empower all your employees to use artificial intelligence 
in their daily tasks. 

Embrace the AI era at your own pace !

 Initiate a POC approach to easily and quickly launch and operate your first AI use case:
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Move with your time with 
AI GEN by SQLI !
Call for more information: +33668234773 / +33637693661

Ask a question via email: 

• ldeclomesnil@sqli.com

• Gwattellier@sqli.com

Learn more: https://www.sqli.com/int-en/services
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